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Paraiso Bay
So Near... Yet So Far...

Miami, Florida, United States



Paraiso Bay
Miami, Florida, United States

Paraiso Bay is an exquisite residential private community with striking architecture that soars into

the sky. Spacious residences with breathtaking views over Biscayne Bay and the city skyline.

Secure gates lead its residents into this private oasis with acres of lush and beautifully landscaped

gardens. Private elevators give access to expertly designed residences. A rich array of unparalleled

indoor and outdoor amenities such as tennis courts, swimming pools, playgrounds, state-of-the-art

�tness center, marina, and bayfront park.
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Building Features
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2 acre elevated pool deck. 1,000 ft. of frontage facing the bay with 3 piers for boating Acqua Club. 100 ft. diameter pool "Lagoon" waterfront with cabanas and BBQ grills.

Pool level cafe. State of the art gym, Spa. Event space. Cinema. 2 tennis courts. 3 towers of approximately 350 units and 55 �oors per building. 6 �oors of PH. Unparalleled

water-front views. Private elevators. Exceptional common areas, Waterfront Park.



Residential Features
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Over-sized terraces and stunning bay views. Private elevators. Foyers in each residence. Multifaceted glass railing balconies featured in all residences.



Air conditioning Accesible a discapasitados

Salón de �estas Outdoor swimming pool

Cuarto de lavado Jacuzzi

Spa Calefacción

Tennis Common areas

Elevator Gym

Terrace

Amenities
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http://www.investment-homes-�orida.com/paraiso-bay
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or
the developer. Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
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